Changes in WWV/WWVH Standard
Broadcasts
%January 1,1961, at 0000 UT, the Bureau retarded
the time signals broadcast from radio stations
WWVH by 5 msec,l and at the same time
‘ a ; ~and
. broadcasting
a special timing code’ which
t*“Pthe day, hour, minute, and second (UT) coded
binary form. The 5-msec retardation brought the
of WWV/WWVH into closer agreement
om‘ other standardized
frequency broadcasting sta~ n throughout
P
the world. The pulse timing code,
out on an experimental basis for several months
1360, has now been returned to the air on a
@anent basis.
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Time Signal Adjustment

n,e

L-nited Kingdom and the United States began
,,rdinating their time and frequency transmissions
nrlyin 1960. This coordination is the result of an
Jrement announced by Dr. James H. Wakelin, Jr.,
(,.,+tant Secretary of the Navy (Research and Develop
+,,,i:.
Dr. Allen V. Astin, Director of the L I S . National
krCau
of Standards. and in the United Kingdom by the
i.lrc,nonler Royal. Royal Greenwich Observatory, and
ar Director of the National Physical Laboratory.
(:,,ordination was begun to help provide a more uni*rm sjstem of time and frequency transmissions
.:,&out
the world, needed in the solution of many
,rntlfic and technical problems in such fields as radio
“unications,
geodesy. and the tracking of artificial
4!-!lites.

*’srticipatingin the project are the Ro!al Greenwich
-+rvatorv. the National Physical Laboratory. and the
t Offire Engineering Department in the United Kingand. in the United States. the US. Naval Observar \ . the Saval Research Laboratory, and the Sational
krrau of Standards. This program follows previous
-!wrati\e efforts of these agencies to achieve uni-I;ity and simplification in procedures.
’he tranmitting stations which are included in the
dination plan are GBR and MSF at Rugby, Engcnd: IBI. Canal Zone; WWV, Beltsville, Maryland;
id B’WVH, Hawaii.
‘
’ ‘ h i g h the signals emitted by all these stations are
4*:d on as uniform a basis a s is feasible. occasional
1 wtions are necessary. The last previous time adw i t ior WWV/WWVH. a retardation of 20 nisec.
f n!ade on December 16, 1959. It is expected that
i adjustments in the time signals bill be made as
+v“y
as possible and preferably at the beginning
1 p.lrh calendar year when necessary. The time sig3re locked to the broadcast frequency.
” 1961 it is planned to maintain the frequency stable
Prt in 10’’ a n d at the same offset value a s before,
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i.e.. -130 parts in l(Yo with reference to the United
States Frequency S t a n d ~ d . ~

Timing Code
The timing code provides a standardized timing basis
for use when scientific observations are made simultaneously at widely separated locations. It can be used
for example, where signals telemetered from a satellite
are recorded along with these pulse-coded time signals ;
subsequent analysis of the data is then aided by having
unambiguous time markers accurate to a thousandth of
a second. Astronomical observations may also benefit
by the increased timing potential provided by the pulsecoded signals.

Description of Time Code on WW’Y
This 36-bit, 100-pulse’sec time code, carried on

l.OOO-c/s modulation. is ! x k g broadcast from radio
station WWV (2.5. 5, 10, 1.5. 20. and 25 Mc,’s) . Starting date was January 1, 1961.
1. The code is broadcast for 1-niin interkals and 10
times per hour. Except at the beginning of each hour,
it immediately follows the standard audiofrequencies
of 440 c/s and 600 CIS.
2. The code contains time-of-year information \ Universal Time) in seconds. minutes. hours. and day of
year. It is locked in phaqe with the frequencr and
time signals.
3. The code is binary coded decimal i BCD) consisting of 9 binary grotips each second in the folloning
order: 2 groups for seconds. 2 groups for minutes. 2
groups for hours, and 3 groups for day of !ear. Code
digit weighting is 1-2-4-8 for each BCD group multiplied by 1. 10, or 100 as the case may be.
4. A complete time frame is 1 sec.
.: The leas; significant binary proup and the least
sipificant binary digit in each group occur first. The
binary groups follow the 1-sec reference marker.
6. “On time” occurs at the leading edge of all pulses.
7 . The code contains 100-per-secund clocking rate,
IO-per-second index markers, and I-per-second reference marker. The 1,000 c s is locked to the code
pulses so that millisecond resolution is easily obtained.
8. The 10-per-second index markers consist of -‘l”
pulses preceding each code group except at the heginning of the second 1%here it is a “0“ pulse.
9. The 1-sec reference marker is made up of fire “1“
pulses folloued by a “0” pulse. The second begins at
the leading edge of the “0” pulse.
10. The code is a spaced code format; that is, a
binary group (BCD folloks each of the 10-per-second
index markers. The last index marker is followed by
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ullused&bit group of “0” pulses just preceding the
corld reference marker.
l’yleThe unused 4-hit group may be used in the future
transid
other types of coded information, such as
last digit of the year, station number, etc.
12. width coding:
“0” pulse. 2 msec wide ( 2 cycles of LOO0 c/s)
“1” pulse. 6 msec wide (6 cycles of 1.ooO c i s )

@

‘ National standards of time and frequencyin the United

States, Proc. IRE 48, 105-106 (Jan. 1960).
Experimental timing code added to WWV broadcasts,
,VBS Tech. N~~~ ~ ~ 44,
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The AMOS IV Computer
for a prototype automatic weather station

T HE BUREAU,

in cooperation with the U.S. Weather
Bureau, has developed a specialized digital compule‘r1 for the Weather Bureau to use as a research tool
the concept of the automatic weather sta[,,,. The AMOS Iv computer receives data from
cra&er-sensing instruments and processes these data
:hrou$ such functions as sampling, comparing, select?,’
m;i\imum. and arithmetic operations. The results
transmitted via teletype to a central forecasting staand to other airport weather stations. Values of
! w p j ,pantities recently developed as aids to air safety-Inway- visual range and approach light contact
j+ht-are
given by the machine through automatic
. J . ~ I C Iook-up.
For a number of years the Weather Bureau has been
sing the possibilities of an automatic weather
. Such stations could be widely distributed. and
be e5pecially useful in relatively inaccessible loca.. :;s that are important sources of early data on
:,,.!t*orological activity. The various developmental
’
‘rototT-pes of this concept have been called AMOS
\titohatic Meteorological Observation Station) ; the
tirrent 1 ersion, containing transistorized packages, is
5 11.. This model as designed and built by Paul
iier and J. A. Cunningham of the NBS data p r w -irtg c!-stems laboratory and by C. A. Kettering of the
i 5 . Weather Bureau. It is an outgrowth of previous
done by NBS for the Weather Bureau that resulted
3 +&a1
computer ’ for processing cloud-height sig: ~ hfrom a ceilometer. The ceilometer was intended
L r use 1s ith the AMOS 111.
%era1 of the input quantities to the AMOS comJ ~ Esuch
.
as cloud height and precipitation, cannot
- ;atisfactorilj- represented by instantaneous values
‘,,it flust be time-averaged. Varying amounts of data
‘herall v i e w of the prototype AMOS IV computer. ~ n *:One of the drawers of transistorized plug-in package
w m h l i e s (at left in large picture).
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